**ALPHA NETA/ BEGINNER**

**MORPHOLOGY**

Be able to form masculine and feminine singulars and plurals in nouns, adjectives and verbs in the present tense

Implement infinitives and present and past tense of the following conjunctions: pa'el, pi'el, hiph'il, hitpa'el (shlemim);

Understand numbers

Comprehend the basic form of the construct state (smichut)

Recognize the suffixes and prefixes of the past and future tense

Understand the declension of the preposition l' and shel

**SYNTAX**

Understand agreement of nouns and adjectives and nouns and verbs

Use the definite article with nouns and adjectives

Comprehend three forms of nominal clauses in the present tense

Implement the prepositions b', l', et, m', shel, and im

Understand cardinal number adjectives with masculine and female nouns

Assess question words

Understand the expression of cause with ki'

Utilize the placement of infinitives in sentences

**ADVANCED BEGINNER**

**MORPHOLOGY**

Recognize the past tense of the following verb patterns: pa'el, pi'el, hiph'il, hitpa'el (shlemim);

Comprehend the proper use of prepositions et, im, she

Recognition of regular verbs (shlemim) in all seven verb patterns (binyanim) and prefixes and suffixes of the future tense

**SYNTAX**

Understand the agreement of nouns and adjectives in number and gender and agreement using the definite article

Comprehend three forms of nominal clauses in all three tenses

Utilize impersonal verbal clauses and impersonal nominal clauses

Understand two kinds of object clauses: with the conjunction sh' an with interrogative adverbs

Recognize modals

Be able to identify parts of speech and word order

**INTERMEDIATE**

**MORPHOLOGY**

Recognize the normal formation of gerunds in the active conjugations and common paradigms including irregular formations

Employ future tense in the conjunctions pa'el, pu'el, hiph'il, hitpa'el (shlemim) (in pa'al)

Comprehend common paradigms in the active conjugations and the declension of all prepositions with singular noun suffixes (etzel, bishvil, l'yad)

Comprehend the declension of prepositions with irregular suffixes (beyn, m')

Understand past participles of pa'el (shlemim and)

Employ common Hebrew suffixes and identify non-Hebrew words

**SYNTAX**

Understand the placement of construct-states (smichut) in sentences

Comprehend the placement of gerunds in sentences

Utilize various forms of expressions and clauses of cause, time, purpose, result, comparison, contract, and concession

Identify actual conditional clauses

Recognize copulas

**ADVANCED**

**MORPHOLOGY**

Apply all three tenses and the gerund of the conjugation in niphal (shlemim)

Apply all three tenses of the conjugation pu'el (shlemim)

Apply all three tenses of the conjugation huph'tal (shlemim)

Complete common paradigms in the active conjugations and possessive with the construct state (smichut)

Recognize the declension of regular and irregular nouns in singular and plural forms

**SYNTAX**

Utilize and understand the summary of formations of simple, compound, complex and compound complex sentences of various kids: cause, time, purpose, result, comparison, contrast, concession

Utilize and understand expressions of negation, restriction, introduction, explanation, addition and generalization

Apply conditional sentences contrary to fact

Employ the formation of sentences with passive verbs